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The liberty interest at issue in this case—the interest of parents in the care,
custody, and control of their children—is perhaps the oldest of the fundamental
liberty interests recognized by this Court.
—Justice Sandra Day O’Connor 1

* Kiley Eichelberger, Juris Doctorate Candidate 2022 at Mitchell Hamline School of Law; B.A. Sociology and
Spanish, Grinnell College 2019. In a year marked by valleys, this article is a peak. I would like to thank those who
helped me climb it. To Stevie, Cori, Ross, Maisy, Tali, Anna, and Travis, thank you for your unwavering love and
support. To Professors Joanna Woolman and Natalie Netzel, thank you for your guidance and mentorship.
1
Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (2000).
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In October 1989, eleven-year-old Jacob Wetterling was tragically abducted at gunpoint while
biking on a rural road in St. Joseph, Minnesota. 2 Searches and investigations began within
minutes, though Wetterling’s body was not recovered until 2016. 3
The case garnered national attention and transformed both state and federal policies
regarding child protection and predatory offenders. 4 Wetterling’s abduction led to the first
federal law requiring that all states keep offender registries, the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against
Children and Sexually Violent Offender Registration Act or the Wetterling Act, in 1994. 5 The
Act was quickly followed by Megan’s Law that expanded the scope of the Wetterling Act to
require that states make information about registered offenders available to the public. 6
As Wetterling’s home state, Minnesota’s past and current policies toward sex offenders
and registries offer a meaningful case study. Analysis of Minnesota’s policies illustrate how
prominent child crimes prompted and shaped sex offender registration laws. 7 Since the passage
of the Wetterling Act, Minnesota has continued to develop both unique and harsh policies to
prevent and punish child crimes. One of the most severe policies, codified in Minnesota Statute

2

In the Dark: The Jacob Wetterling Investigation: Timeline of Events, APM REPORTS,
https://features.apmreports.org/in-the-dark/jacob-wetterling-investigation-timeline/ (last visited Apr. 30, 2021).
3
Id.
4
Id.
5
Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sexually Violent Offender Registration Act, Pub. L. 103-322, 108
Stat. 2038 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 14701); Madeleine Baran & Jennifer Vogel, Sex-offender registries: How the
Wetterling Abduction Changed the Country, APM REPORTS (Oct. 4, 2016),
https://www.apmreports.org/story/2016/10/04/sex-offender-registries-wetterling-abduction. See also, H.R. 1683,
105th Congress (1st Sess. 1997-1998); Jacob Wetterling Resource Center, ZERO ABUSE PROJECT,
https://www.zeroabuseproject.org/victim-assistance/jwrc/ (last visited Apr. 30, 2021) (providing more information
about the Jacob Wetterling Foundation).
6
Megan’s Law, Pub. L. 104-145, 110 Stat. 1345 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 13701); In the Dark, supra note 2. See
also, Public Law 104-145, 104th Congress (1996), https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW104publ145/pdf/PLAW-104publ145.pdf (providing the full text of Megan’s Law).
7
See Jon Brandt et al., Registration and Community Notification of Children and Adolescents Adjudicated of a
Sexual Crime: Recommendations for Evidence-Based Reform 2020 2 (Ass’n for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers,
2020), https://www.atsa.com/Public/Adolescent/RegistrationCommunityNotificationofChildrenandAdolescents.pdf.
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§ 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6), requires that the Department of Human Services notify county
attorneys immediately to file a termination of parental rights petition when they receive a report
that a registered offender has become a parent. 8 A strict interpretation of this statute leaves no
room for discretion or review, even though a termination of parental rights petition is typically
the final and most severe outcome of a child protection proceeding. As a result, in Minnesota,
being a registered sex offender automatically disqualifies one from being a parent—no matter the
registered offense, whether it was committed against a child, whether the registrant has
completed treatment or reoffended, or whether the registrant offended long ago as juvenile.
Created in the wake of the Wetterling case and other public cases like it, the severe policy
in Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) representants a problematic attitude toward sex
offenders and their rehabilitation. Fearing the public backlash of appearing lenient and
reactionary to crime against children, Minnesota legislated harshly to prevent the most tragic,
rare, and public child crimes like Wetterling’s—rather than address those that occur most often.
In fact, most sex offenses are committed by family members, friends, or acquaintances of the
victim. 9 However, strangers perpetrating the most violent crimes are continually amplified by the
media and portrayed as the norm. This myth, and others like it, increase public pressure to
legislate against these rare crimes and perpetuate a culture of fear surrounding sex crimes against
children and sex offenders themselves.
Harsh policies like Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) may assuage critics,
but they also irrevocably harm offenders, especially juvenile registrants—most of whom

8
9

MINN. STAT. § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) (2019).
Baran & Vogel, supra note 5.
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offended and reformed long before they became parents. 10 To illustrate the impact of this policy
on juvenile registrants, look to this common case. John Doe was convicted of criminal sexual
misconduct for a sexual relationship with a fifteen-year-old youth when he was seventeen years
old. The charge required registration as a predatory offender under Minnesota state law. Fifteen
years later, John marries and has his first child. John has consistently complied with the terms of
his probation and registration. However, his probation officer, a mandatory reporter, must notify
the county attorney to file a petition for the termination of parental rights because John has
become a father—despite the fact that John has no restriction to avoid contact with minors.
In all cases, Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) requires that the county
attorney petition for the termination of parental rights simply because a registrant has a child.
Clearly, John’s constitutional interest in the “care, custody, and control” of his child are being
terminated based on his status as a registrant, not a demonstrated risk to the child. 11 By
automatically filing to terminate parental rights for any registered predatory offenders,
Minnesota disincentivizes good parenting and engagement by fathers, particularly those who
offended as juveniles, but remain registered for life.
A strict interpretation of Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) requires that all
registered offenders be punished as though they have both the potential and likelihood to offend
at the highest degrees in the future. In Minnesota, registered offenders who become parents are
presumed to be dangerous, violent recidivists in all cases. The State automatically terminates
offenders’ constitutional right to parent based on the mere risk of recidivism, without any
consideration of the actual likelihood of recidivism.

10

Evelyn Wang, Studies, Experts Question Effect of Placing Children on Sex Offender Registries, STONELEIGH
FOUND., (June 12, 2014), https://stoneleighfoundation.org/studies-experts-question-effect-placing-children-sexoffender-registries/.
11
Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (2000); see MINN. STAT. § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(b)(3) (2020).
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At its best, Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) aims to protect children from those
with criminal convictions who threaten their safety, but at its worst, it inconsistently and
unnecessarily separates families and prevents registrants from exercising their fundamental right
to parent. These impacts are particularly acute for juvenile registrants. This article presents an
analysis of the history and nature of registration laws nationwide, and in Minnesota, focusing
specifically on how Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) and termination of parental
rights petitions negatively impact adolescent registrants who become parents later in life. It
concludes by proposing recommendations for potential policy reforms to address the negative
impacts Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) on offenders.
II.

BACKGROUND

Community notification and sexual offender registration policies originated in the United
States. 12 These policies require offending adults, adolescents, and even children to register their
living locations and other personal information with local and federal agencies for community
notification. Here, registration refers to, “[a] set of procedures that individuals adjudicated or
convicted of sexual crimes must follow to disclose information to law enforcement authorities
and to periodically update that information, so it remains current.” 13

Community notifications are “[s]ystems in which information about individuals required
to register is transmitted to the public.” 14 Failure to comply with registration laws constitutes a
crime. Though registration requirements vary in duration, most last for life. 15

12

Brandt et al., supra note 7.
Id. at 1 n.1.
14
Id. at 1 n.2.
15
Id. at 1.
13
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a. History of the Sex Offender Registry
The first registration policy originated in California in the 1930s as an investigative tool
available only to law enforcement agencies. 16 When community members learned of these
registries, they wanted to know about registrants in their own community to take protective and
preventative measures. In 1947, California implemented the first sex offender registration laws. 17
In 1990, Washington state became the first to implement community notification laws. 18
As mentioned above, the Wetterling case in Minnesota led to the first federal registration
law in 1994—the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sexually Violent Offender
Registration Act. Wetterling’s parents spoke out in support of the legislation in the hopes that a
national registry could aid the ongoing investigations of their son’s disappearance. 19
Today, previous proponents of the bill have now recognized the specific impacts
community notification hold for adolescent registrants. Mrs. Patty Wetterling, Jacob’s mother,
has consistently expressed that though she supported the bill, she does not agree with its
expansion to include children. 20
In 1996, the case of Megan Kanka, who was sexually assaulted and murdered by a
registrant, led to the amendment of the Wetterling Act to include community notification. 21
Proponents of the reform contend that community notification policies could have prevented
Kanka’s tragic death. 22

16

Id. at 2.
Id.
18
Id.
19
Id.
20
Id.
21
Id.
22
Id.
17
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In 2006, the federal legislature replaced the Wetterling Act and its amendments with the Sex
Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORN or SORNA). 23 SORNA implemented a tiered
registration system that requires offenders ages 14 and older to register for the first time. 24 The
shift to SORNA included “enhanced registration requirements and procedures,” greater public
access to information on registries, improved community notification systems, and stricter
enforcement of registration requirements. 25
b. Demographics of Registered Sex Offenders
In 2007, the nationwide registered sex offender population was 603,245. 26 By 2018, the
population had increased by 52% to 917,771. 27 Today, offender registries are larger and more
punitive than expected in 1994. 28 Registries were made for dangerous, repeat offenders who
harmed children they did not know. However, today, only a small percentage of people on the
registries match this high-risk description. Most do not pose a high risk of recidivism—which
leads many to question why they remain registered. 29
The registries produced by SORNA and other registration policies now mirror the racial,
gender, socioeconomic, and sexuality disparities of the criminal justice system at large. First,
across the country, sex offender registration disproportionately affects Black men. 30 In fact,

23

Id. Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act, Pub. L. 109-248, 120 Stat. 590.
Brandt et al., supra note 7, at 3.
25
KEVIN BALDWIN ET AL., SEX OFFENDER MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING INITIATIVE 196 (2017),
https://smart.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh231/files/media/document/somapi_full_report.pdf.
26
United States Marshals Service FY 2020 Performance Budget President’s Budget: Salaries and Expenses
Appropriation, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST. 12 (March 2019),
https://www.justice.gov/jmd/page/file/1143886/download#:~:text=In%20February%202007%2C%20the%20Nation
al,(a%2052%20percent%20increase).
27
Id.
28
Baran & Vogel, supra note 5.
29
Id.
30
Trevor Hoppe, Punishing Sex: Sex Offenders and the Missing Punitive Turn in Sexuality Studies, 41 L. & SOC.
INQUIRY 573, 573 (2016).
24
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between 2005 and 2013, the sex offender registration rate for Black people was twice that of
white people. 31 “Roughly one out of every 119 black men living in the forty-nine states analyzed
were registered sex offenders—nearly 1 percent of all black men.” 32 This general trend holds for
other racially and ethnically diverse groups. 33 Second, the experience and existence of registered
women, gender nonconforming people, and members of the LGBTQIA+ community remains
understudied. Indeed, even the actual gender distribution of registered sex offenders today
remains unknown. 34
c. Nature of Sex Abuse Legislation
Analyzing the history of sex offender registration laws in the United States clearly
demonstrates how certain high-profile cases have continually shaped federal policies. Though the
need to prevent these horrific crimes cannot be understated, policies influenced by individual
cases are often impractical. Wetterling’s and Kanka’s cases drew national media attention in part
because they were rare exceptions, not the norm. 35 Legislating based on these cases is a poor
policy strategy. According to a 2020 report by the Association for the Treatment of Sexual
Abusers, “[l]aws and policies based on unusual cases may also be less effective, as they use a
one-size-fits-all approach that does not recognize the heterogeneity of individuals convicted of
sexual crimes or the differences in recidivism risk potential.” 36 In short, we have shaped our
federal sex offender registration policies around exceptional, outlier cases, not the rule.
In sum:

31

Id. at 583.
Id. at 584.
33
See id. at 583–84.
34
Richard Tewksbury, Experiences and Attitudes of Registered Female Sex Offenders, 68 FED. PROB. 30, 30 (2004).
35
See Howard N. Snyder, Sexual Assault of Young Children as Reported to Law Enforcement: Victim, Incident, and
Offender Characteristics, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST. 13 (July 2000), https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/saycrle.pdf.
36
Brandt et al., supra note 7, at 2.
32
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The United States’ registration and notification laws were enacted in response to crimes
against children that fall outside the norm of the typical sexual offense against a child,
crimes that involved kidnapping, rape, murder, and/or mutilation. The visceral response
to such acts has, in part, spurred many of the legislative actions throughout the U.S. and
resulted in passage of laws based on the desire to act immediately rather than study the
outcomes related to the proposed policy. While initially well-intentioned, SORN laws are
based upon the myths that individuals who commit sexual crimes are “repetitive,
compulsive, predatory and potentially violent abusers of young children” (Ackerman et
al., 2011). 37
Perhaps most importantly, on balance, research shows that registration as a policy is simply
ineffective. 38 Registration does not deter offenders from committing sex crimes or decrease sex
crime recidivism. Even so, the majority of studies demonstrate that any potential deterring effect
is outweighed by the social, psychological, and economic consequences of registration itself. 39
That said, most agree that more high-quality, rigorous study of the current state of registration in
the United States is necessary to definitively determine SORNA’s specific effect on treatment,
recidivism, public safety, and registrant quality of life. 40
Above all, more and better research on registration and registrants is necessary. Any gaps in
the research of this article are unintentional and speak to the flaws with how predatory offender
registries are monitored, tracked, and analyzed. 41
III.

PREDATORY OFFENDER REGISTRATION IN MINNESOTA

In addition to federal registries, all fifty states have implemented some form of sex offender
registration and community notification laws. 42 For example, Minnesota Statute § 243.166,
subdiv. 1b(a) or (b) governs registration of predatory offenders in Minnesota. Subdivision 1b

37

Id. at 4.
Baran & Vogel, supra note 5.
39
Id.
40
BALDWIN ET AL., supra note 25.
41
Id.
42
Brandt et al., supra note 7, at 2.
38
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lists crimes that require registration, and the list includes both crimes that involve and do not
involve children as well as sexual offenses and non-sexual offenses. 43 The statute requires adults
charged with and convicted of—or juveniles petitioned for and adjudicated delinquent for—one
of the following offenses or another offense arising out of the same set of circumstances, to
register:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Murder while committing or attempting to commit criminal sexual conduct in the first
or second degree with force or violence;
Kidnapping;
Criminal sexual conduct in the first, second, third, and fourth degree and felony;
Criminal sexual conduct in the fifth degree;
Criminal sexual predatory conduct;
Felony indecent exposure;
False imprisonment of a minor;
Soliciting a minor to engage in prostitution;
Soliciting a minor to engage in sexual conduct;
Using a minor in a sexual performance; or
Possessing pictorial representations of minors. 44

Minnesota has a unique policy surrounding predatory offenders’ parental rights. Under
Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a), when a county attorney receives notice that a
registered offender has become a parent, the statute orders that the county attorney must file a
termination of parental rights petition. 45 A strict interpretation of this statute leaves no room for
discretion—the responsible county attorney must file for termination regardless of the facts of
the case. This has resulted in any registered predatory offender known to be a parent being
reported, even if they do not reside with or even have contact with the child. Moreover, a petition

43

See id. (providing the full text of the law).
Jeffrey Diebel, Sex Offenders and Predatory Offenders: Minnesota Criminal and Civil Regulatory Laws, RSCH.
DEP’T MINN. H.R. 8 (Jan. 2012), https://www.house.leg.state.mn.us/hrd/pubs/sexofdr.pdf (summarizing MINN.
STAT. § 243.166).
45
MINN. STAT. § 260C.503 (2020).
44
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for termination of parental rights is filed even if the offense requiring registration did not involve
a child victim or sexual conduct.
a. Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, Subd. 2(a)(6) and Child Protection
As a matter of policy, Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) is a mere extension
of Minnesota Statute § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(a), which outlines Minnesota’s standard and goal in
child protection proceedings. It states: “[t]he paramount consideration in all juvenile protection
proceedings is the health, safety, and best interests of the child.” 46 Furthermore, subdiv. 2(b)(3)
also imposes a duty “to preserve and strengthen the child’s family ties whenever possible and in
the child’s best interests, removing the child from the custody of parents only when the child’s
welfare or safety cannot be adequately safeguarded without removal[.]” 47 The child protection
process is meant to ensure all possible solutions are explored before removal or a termination of
parental rights as these are the most severe and permanent outcomes.
Though we will never know how many children we successfully protected by Minnesota
Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6)’s termination requirement, prevention through removal is
equally traumatizing. 48 Family separation has become the invisible trauma of our child
protection system as a whole. As Emma S. Ketteringham explains for the New York Times:
“[t]here is a misconception that the child-protection system is broken because child services fails
to protect children from dangerous homes. That’s because the media exhaustively covers child
deaths, but not the everyday tragedy of unnecessary child removals.” 49 We remove children to

46

MINN. STAT. § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(a) (2020).
Id. § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(b)(3) (2020).
48
See Trauma Caused by Separation of Children from Parents, CHILD.’S RTS. LITIG. COMM. OF THE ABA SECTION
OF LITIG. (May 2019)
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/litigation_committees/childrights/child-separationmemo/parent-child-separation-trauma-memo.pdf (providing a full list of the effects of removal).
49
Emma S. Ketteringham, Live in a Poor Neighborhood? Better Be a Perfect Parent., N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 22, 2017),
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/22/opinion/poor-neighborhoods-black-parents-child-services.html.
47
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limit exposure to the simple possibility of child abuse and thus, permit the inherent harm of
family separation. As a matter of policy, we have determined that the mere possibility of abuse
outweighs the trauma of removing a child from their family unnecessarily.
Within this framework, Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) aims to facilitate
the protection of the health, safety, and best interest of the child when they are born to a
registered offender. 50 However, in doing so, it allows counties to file to terminate parental rights
and remove children born to offenders without demonstrating a risk to the health, safety, or best
interest of the child (as required by Minnesota Statute § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(b)(3)). In these
cases, the only risk to the child is their birth to a registered offender—who may not even be
registered for a crime involving children or sexual offenses. Minnesota counties now face
competing legal and ethical burdens—the burden of file for termination of parental rights in all
cases in which a registrant has a child, the burden of avoiding unnecessary and inherently
traumatic removals, and the responsibility to protect the health, safety, and best interests of the
child. 51
In order to justify the conflict between the goals stated in Minnesota Statute § 260C.001
and the burden placed on counties in Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6), counties
comply with the latter to varying degrees. For example, some counties interpret the statute
strictly and file for a termination of parental rights in each and every applicable case. Others
inject a measure of discretion into the statute and only file when a risk to the health and safety of
the child is identified. Others still, comply minimally by not filing for termination in these cases
and instead, allow other child protection measures to identity and address the cases where

50

MINN. STAT. § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(b)(3) (2020).
See also, MINN. STAT. § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) (2019), § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(b)(3) (2020); Ketteringham,
supra note 49.
51
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intervention is necessary and proper. These descriptions are based on anecdotal evidence. No
data is currently available to demonstrate this phenomenon because the full scope of compliance
in Minnesota remains understudied, and thus, unappreciated. The lack of holistic data reveals
Minnesota’s low prioritization of registrants and their families.
The range of compliance with this statute throughout the state creates inconsistent and
unequal applications of the law. Simply put, two identical cases in different counties could not
only be resolved differently, which is a simple reality of any legal system, but could go so far as
to exist in one county and not in another. The right to parent is one of the oldest fundamental
liberties. 52 Government interference with families is not only ethically harmful, but also a highly
restricted legal power. The shortcut to termination of parental rights in Minnesota Statute
§ 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) undermines registrants constitutional right to parent and does so
inconsistently throughout the state.
The intersection between Minnesota’s registration laws and child protection policies is
far from seamless. None of these policies exist in a vacuum and the cross contamination in single
cases often leads to inherent contradictions. All of the conflicts and issues with Minnesota
Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) are exacerbated and compounded by the failings of
registration policies in general, as discussed above.

IV.

JUVENILE REGISTRATION

Unfortunately, Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) disproportionately harms
juvenile registrants who become parents as adults. A strict interpretation of the statute leaves no
room to consider if and how a registrant may have reformed. This harms juvenile registrants who

52

Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (2000).
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offended early on in life, are registered for life, and choose to be parents as adults. On the
surface, this policy seems to prevent possible child abuse, but at its core it prevents juvenile
registrants for parenting their own children and living a normal life. These unintended
consequences of Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2 (a)(6) and lifetime registries are
realities for a registrant’s family and children.
a. Common Myths about Sex Offenders
We think we know what a sex offender looks like: a middle aged, male, serial pedophile who
lurks in internet chat rooms and public parks to prey on young children. 53 We believe people
convicted of sex crimes are adult strangers “at a high risk to reoffend, are resistant to treatment
efforts, and are relatively homogenous.” 54 However, the reality does not match this profile. This
flawed, singular profile of offenders is used to warrant harsh policies such as registering
offenders for life and housing juvenile and adult offenders on the same registries.
Research has consistently refuted these societal misconceptions upon which we have
based our registration policies. First, sex offenders have relatively low rates of recidivism. After
a cumulative period of twenty years, only 18% of convicted adults were found to reoffend and as
more time passed, the risk of potential recidivism continued to decline. 55 In contrast, youth
offenders have a shockingly low rate of recidivism at only 3%. 56 Ryan Shields, a sex crime
policy expert at Johns Hopkins University’s Moore Center for the Prevention of Child Sexual
Abuse, explains: “[t]he way we think about it in terms of a national dialogue, is that in applying

53

Wang, supra note 10.
Brandt et al., supra note 7, at 5.
55
Karl Hanson et al., Reduction in Risk Based on Time Offense-Free in the Community: Once a Sexual Offender,
Not Always a Sexual Offender, 24 PSYCH., PUB. POL’Y & L. 48, 53 (2018).
56
Nicole Pittman et al., Marking Kids for Life on Sex Offender Registries, THE HILL (July 25, 2016),
https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/judicial/288906-marking-kids-for-life-on-sex-offender-registries.
54
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harsh, restrictive, punitive, adult policies to kids, we’re sort of stopping future sex offending, sort
of nipping it in the bud. But that doesn’t stand up to the empirical research that’s being done.” 57
We are using our adult model of punishment and prevention by registering minors alongside
adults.
In response to these relatively low rates of recidivism, proponents of registries often
claim that recidivism rates are low precisely because current registration polices are working
well. This conclusion, though logical, is not empirically supported. A study of ten states with
registries concluded that the results did not clearly, unidirectionally establish if notification laws
prevented crimes. 58 Moreover, a study of New Jersey found that offender rates have been on the
decline since 1985, with the largest diminution before the new registration laws of 1994, and a
slower rate of decline after their implementation. 59
Second, registered offenders are typically responsive to treatment. 60 In fact, children are even
more amenable to rehabilitation and treatment, further reducing their risk of repeat offending. 61
Third, 93% of sexual abuses are committed by someone known to the victim, rather than a
stranger. 62 Very public and violent cases, such as Wetterling’s and Kanka’s, perpetuate this myth
and the culture of fear surrounding sex offenses. 63

57

Wang, supra note 10.
Q&A: Raised on the Registry, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (May 1, 2013), https://www.hw.org/news/2013/05/01/qaraised-registry#1.
59
Id.
60
Theresa Gannon et al., Does Specialized Psychological Treatment for Offending Reduce Recidivism? A Metaanalysis Examining Staff and Program Variables As Predictors of Treatment Effectiveness, 73 CLINICAL PSYCH.
REV. 1, 1 (2019), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpr.2019.101752.
61
Q&A: Raised on the Registry, supra note 58.
62
Snyder, supra note 35.
63
Brandt et al., supra note 7, at 4.
58
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Finally, few people know that the registry even hosts the population it was created to protect.
Thirty-nine states, including Minnesota, and federal laws require juvenile offenders to register. 64
As many as 200,000 registered sex offenders across the United States are juveniles. 65 In fact, in a
survey across twenty states, the median age of sex offender registrants was only fifteen. 66
Children as young as eight years old can be registered alongside adults for acts such as sexting,
public urination, and indecent exposure. 67 By virtue of youth, many registerable offenses are
relatively innocuous when committed by children. 68 Yet, most jurisdictions subject juveniles
convicted of sex offenses in adult courts to the same community notification requirements as
adult offenders and worse still, a majority of jurisdictions register juveniles convicted in both
adult court and the juvenile system. 69
b. Differences Between Adult and Juvenile Offenders
Children and adults are held on the same registries even though youth sex offenders are
distinct from adult offenders. 70 First, a juvenile’s age and ongoing development alone warrant
different treatment. In 2011, the Supreme Court recognized this difference when Justice
Sotomayor wrote for the majority in J.D.B. v. North Carolina: “[o]ur history is replete with laws
and judicial recognition that children cannot be viewed simply as miniature adults.” 71 For
example, our entire juvenile justice system is built on the foundational idea that children both
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deserve and require unique legal services. 72 However, registering juveniles alongside adults
undermines our juvenile justice system. Simply put:
There’s a reason we have distinct courts for kids: they ensure confidentiality, and, in most
cases, the ability to seal juvenile records when someone turns 18. While it’s vitally important
to teach kids the difference between right and wrong, all parents, teachers and juvenile justice
professionals understand the importance of second chances; the juvenile justice system was
founded on rehabilitative values. 73
In summary, most juveniles will remain on the registry for life for offenses they committed in
their early youth despite the general consensus that, as a matter of policy, minors should not be
treated as adults and deserve an opportunity to rehabilitate. 74 Our registration policies were
created based on myths that have now been proven false by research. The data consistently
suggests that few offenders or offenses warrant being registered for life, and juvenile and adult
offenders are too distinct to be on the same registries.
c. Long Term Effects of Juvenile Registration
Offenders already exist in the margins, and beyond them, and registration destabilizes
them for the rest of their lives. 75 The everyday impacts of registration prevent many from
reintegrating into society, reforming, and can even increase rates of recidivism. 76
Registered juvenile offenders experience isolation and stigmatization that lead to great
psychological harms. A 26-year-old registered offender, who offended at only 12, shared that
“[s]ex offender registration is slow death by humiliation.” 77 And this feeling is widespread: 85%
of juvenile registrants reported depression, isolation, suicidal ideation, and other psychological
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issues. Even more alarmingly, almost a fifth of juvenile registrants have attempted suicide upon
realizing registration lasts for life. 78
Feelings of isolation and the struggle to reintegrate into society are often compounded by
residency restriction laws. Laws restrict where and with whom registered offenders may reside. 79
A growing number of states have enacted laws that prohibit registrants from living within, or
even spending time within, a certain distance of places where children often gather, such as
schools and parks. 80
These residency restriction laws have three crucial unintended consequences. First, they
prevent juvenile registrants from attending public schools themselves, which further harms their
ability to fully reform. 81 Second, they lead to periods of homelessness and further instability. 82
Perhaps even more concerning still is that registered offenders are also banned from most
homeless shelters where they could receive housing, resources, and support. When a registrant
secures stable housing, they often face threats and physical violence in their communities and are
forced to leave. 83 A man placed on the registry at age fifteen reported that he constantly struggles
to find housing for himself and his wife, explaining “I have found a few places to rent but as
soon as we move in the police and neighbors harass us until we get evicted. They keep us
homeless.” 84
Third, registrant residency laws often prohibit offenders from residing with their own
families. Registrants are banned from living with children, even their own siblings or kin. 85 For
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juveniles, this impact is particularly acute. Left with few options, families must choose to place
the juvenile registrant with a relative, kin, or the state. 86 However, most families lack the
socioeconomic freedom to make an autonomous choice in this situation—most are forced into
the cheapest available option. Those without familial support are placed with the state or
homeless. Indeed, being a registered sex offender robs individuals of their most basic freedom to
choose how to live their own life. 87
Registration places a great financial burden on registrants. Policies that ban offenders
from being near children ban them from working near them as well—eliminating malls,
restaurants, stores, camps, and essentially most other public places as viable employment
options. 88 To illustrate the severity of the employment restrictions facing registrants, simply
attempt to brainstorm a list of possible employment options in your community in which there is
no possibility you could come in contact with a child. Now narrow that list to include jobs that
do not require formal education. Note that most juvenile registrants will have no prior work
experience. Remove all jobs that are unlikely to hire someone with a criminal record. Remove
any employment options located near places where children frequent. Finally, eliminate any
employer who would be deterred from hiring a registrant when state law requires that they
register their business name and address on the internet as a location that employs a registered
offender. 89 The options that remain are the reality for most registrants today. Additionally,
offenders frequently incur annual fines and registration fees. Failure to pay is considered failure
to register, resulting in jail time. 90
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Registering juveniles is both expensive and fiscally irresponsible for the state. As of
2016, juvenile registration costs the U.S. an estimated $3 billion annually. 91 These resources
could and should be redirected to more appropriate and evidence-based responses, such as
treatment and support for survivors.
Overall, registration, community notification, and residency restriction policies
disproportionately harm youth offenders. 92 As a matter of policy, most agree that punishment
should fit the offense and the offender. 93 Data on the topic consistently show that registering
youth is simply ineffective—in all circumstances. 94 Perhaps more importantly, juvenile
registration policies perpetuate a harmful narrative about how our society and legal system views
their youth; these policies communicate that registered “youth are dangerous, feared, worthless
and have no real future.” 95
d. Juvenile Registrants and Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6)
Juvenile registration and Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) intersect in
extremely harmful ways. First, these policies perpetuate the cycle of trauma. Social
psychologists and sociologists have recently recognized and begun to research the cycle of
trauma through the lens of the criminal justice system. “[V]iolence, abuse, addiction, and
associated legal problems may occur in inter-generational cycles,” such that children are at risk
to mirror the actions of their parents. 96 For example, if a registered juvenile is removed from
their family as a child, when they grow up and have children, those children are more likely to be
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removed as well. In this way, Minnesota’s policies do not promote resiliency or reform for
juvenile offenders. They instead prevent juvenile registrants from escaping the cycle of trauma
and reintegrating into society. Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6), in its current form,
extends the cycle of trauma to registrants’ children.
Second, by virtue of being registered as a juvenile, these registrants typically have the
largest gaps between their original offenses and when they have children. When a child is
removed from a juvenile registrant who offended twenty years prior, the removal is not only
traumatic, but also illogical. During those twenty years, the juvenile offender will likely have
changed drastically, both developmentally and socially. However, automatically terminating
their parental rights ignores any progress they may have made and prevents them from moving
past their juvenile offense. As a result, this policy removes incentives for juveniles to reform.
Automatically terminating parental rights for all registrants in Minnesota robs them of the
opportunity and motivation to rehabilitate.
Finally, marking children as young as eight years old as unfit to parent is unethical and
legally improper. A person’s fundamental liberty to care for their child should not be abrogated
based on a juvenile charge. 97 No policy should automatically deny someone the right to parent
without due cause. This policy contradicts our juvenile justice system and the foundational
principles upon which it rests.
V.

TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS

The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment protects every parents’ fundamental
right to make decisions regarding their own children. 98 Justice O’Connor wrote for the Court in
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Troxel v. Granville that “[t]he liberty interest at issue in this case—the interest of parents in the
care, custody, and control of their children—is perhaps the oldest of the fundamental liberty
interests recognized by this Court.” 99

A petition for the termination of parental rights is one possible outcome of a child abuse or
neglect case. 100 A successful petition severs the legal connection between parent and child and
transfers guardianship and responsibility for the child to the Minnesota Department of Human
Services. 101 The state will be temporarily responsible for safety and well-being of these state
wards until they are adopted. The state must also identify appropriate placement for the child and
facilitate the adoption process. 102 According to the Minnesota Department of Human Services
2013 report, 685 children became state wards after a termination of parental rights. 103 Children
birth to age three made up over half of the removed children in Minnesota. 104

Due to every parent’s constitutional right to parent and the severity of abrogating this right, a
termination of parental rights petition is typically only filed after months, if not years, of civil
litigation and case planning. However, when a county attorney files a petition for termination of
parental rights under Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2 (a)(6), this formal process is
skipped—these cases move immediately to the final and most severe outcome for child abuse
and neglect cases. In short, this policy marks juvenile registrants as unfit to parent.

VI.

POLICY REFORM RECOMMENDATIONS
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This article presents general critiques of federal and state offender registration policies and
juvenile registration in order to demonstrate how these flawed policies intersect with and
compound Minnesota’s current legislation. The following reforms are aimed at addressing
Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) policy specifically, though larger more sweeping
reforms of registries are both advised and necessary.
Larger reform options are discussed extensively in the literature. 105 However, the
recommendations compiled in this section are unique; no other source compiles a list of reform
options for Minnesota. This list of policy recommendations is not meant to be exhaustive.
Instead, it provides a list of feasible starting points for further debating, brainstorming, and
lobbying. Overall, this section aims to fill a gap in the literature as well as provide the basis for
attainable policy reform to directly address the problems with Minnesota Statute § 260C.503,
subdiv. 2(a)(6). In addition to addressing many of the concerns expressed throughout this article,
these proposed reforms all aim to meet the following broad policy goals.
First, these reforms would give Minnesota’s sex offender policies a much-needed update.
Recently, proponents of offender registries have begun to question the broad scope and scale of
existing regulations. 106 These reforms could align Minnesota’s policies with scholarly consensus
and public opinions surrounding sex offenders.
Second, these reforms sustain existing good policy without disruption. For instance, each of
these reforms recognizes that some predatory offenders are not fit to be parents. Indeed, a
termination of parental rights petition is surely proper in some cases, and reforms to the statute
should not eliminate that option. As a result, none of the proposed reforms attempt to remove or
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substantially abrogate the termination option in Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2 (a)(6).
The purpose of these proposed reforms is not to remove this option for county attorneys, but
rather to limit its use to cases where it is absolutely necessary and proper. Any of these
recommendations would unify and strengthen Minnesota’s policies toward parents and registered
offenders.
a. Recommendation One
Figure 1:
Current Language of Minnesota Statute
§ 260C.503, subdiv. 2 (a)(6)

Proposed Language 1

Subdiv. 2. Termination of parental rights.
(a) The responsible social services agency
must ask the county attorney to immediately
file a termination of parental rights petition
when:
...
(6) the parent has committed an offense that
requires registration as a predatory offender
under section 243.166, subdivision 1b,
paragraph (a) or (b); or . . .

Subdiv. 2. Termination of parental rights.
(a) The responsible social services agency
may ask the county attorney to immediately
file a termination of parental rights petition
when:
...
(6) the parent has committed an offense that
requires registration as a predatory offender
under section 243.166, subdivision 1b,
paragraph (a) or (b); or . . .

*emphasis added

*emphasis added

The first recommendation for policy change involves changing only one word in the
current statute. This seemingly small change would ultimately transform how county attorneys
apply the statute by giving them discretion to determine if filing for termination of parental rights
is proper. It does not remove the option for termination of parental rights, nor does it limit or
transfer the powers of the responsible social service agency to handle these cases. Changing this
statutory language would not require any other policy changes, nor would it impact the State’s
larger registration policy.
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b. Recommendation Two
Figure 2:
Current Language of Minnesota Statute
§ 260C.503, subdiv. 2 (a)(6)

Proposed Language 2

Subdiv. 2. Termination of parental rights.
(a) The responsible social services agency
must ask the county attorney to immediately
file a termination of parental rights petition
when:
...
(6) the parent has committed an offense that
requires registration as a predatory offender
under section 243.166, subdivision 1b,
paragraph (a) or (b); or . . .

Subdiv. 2. Termination of parental rights.
(a) The responsible social services agency
must ask the county attorney to immediately
file a termination of parental rights petition
when:
...
(6) the parent has committed an offense that
requires registration as a predatory offender
under section 243.166, subdivision 1b,
paragraph (a) or (b) and the health, safety,
and welfare of the child is endangered by
the parent; or . . .
*emphasis added

*emphasis added

This reform is similar to the first, but it involves a larger textual change to the statute.
This recommendation leaves the beginning of Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6)
untouched and adds a second element using the word “and.” The addition of this second element
would ensure that a termination of parental rights is only filed when the health, safety, and best
interests of the child are endangered by the parent. The specificity of this reform is its strength—
it specifically lays out the standard to be applied. In addition, it would address the existing
tension between Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) and Minnesota Statute
§ 260C.001, subdiv. 2(a) by unifying the text of the statutes to apply the same standard in all
child protection cases.

c. Recommendation Three
Figure 3:
Current Language of Minnesota Statute
§ 260C.503, subdiv. 2 (a)(6)

Proposed Language 3
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Subdiv. 2. Termination of parental rights.
(a) The responsible social services agency
must ask the county attorney to immediately
file a termination of parental rights petition
when:
...
(6) the parent has committed an offense that
requires registration as a predatory offender
under section 243.166, subdivision 1b,
paragraph (a) or (b); or . . .

*emphasis added

Subdiv. 2. Termination of parental rights.
(a) The responsible social services agency
may ask the county attorney to immediately
file a termination of parental rights petition
when:
...
(6) the parent has committed an offense that
requires registration as a predatory offender
under section 243.166, subdivision 1b,
paragraph (a) or (b) and the health, safety,
and welfare of the child is endangered by
the parent; or . . .
*emphasis added

The third and final recommendation combines the first and second. It gives county
attorneys discretion in determining if filing for termination of parental rights is proper even when
both elements listed in Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) are met. By making the
level of discretion match the compound two-element test, this change produces a more unified
statute.

d. Solvency
Any of these recommended changes would accomplish three purposes. First, they would
more accurately reflect how Minnesota counties already apply the policy. Many counties
throughout Minnesota already inject some level of discretion into the statute. Varied levels of
compliance amongst counties create unequal and inconsistent application of the law.
Unfortunately, no data exist to further demonstrate the scope of this problem. The lack of data on
compliance with this statute in Minnesota reflects the low priority legislators, counties, and
government agencies place on determining how families and their children are being separated in
Minnesota. Any of the proposed changes would eliminate the legal concerns of noncompliance
and make the statute match what is already being done in Minnesota.
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Second, they would address the existing conflict between Minnesota Statute § 260C.001,
subdiv. 2 and Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6). The automatic removals and
terminations currently required by Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) not only
contradict the goals laid out in Minnesota Statute § 260C.001, subdiv. 2, but they lead to
unnecessary removals. When complying with Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6),
counties would no longer contradict the duty imposed in Minnesota Statute § 260C.001,
subdiv. 2(b)(3) to “remov[e] the child from the custody of parents only when the child’s welfare
or safety cannot be adequately safeguarded without removal[.]” 107 Inserting discretion into the
statute ensures that a petition for termination of parental rights is only filed when both Minnesota
Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6) and Minnesota Statute § 260C.001, subdiv. 2(b)(3) permit,
rather than only one or the other.
Third, the recommendations would allow for greater discretion in determining whether
filing for termination of parental rights is proper. They would allow counties to understand the
registrant’s current life and, based on this information, determine if termination is in the best
interest of the child. These reforms would minimize the unnecessary trauma of removal by
allowing counties to exercise discretion as to if and when to remove a child. Furthermore, they
would be harm reductive for juvenile registrants specifically, many of whom committed an
offense long before they became a parent. An investigation into a juvenile registrant’s current
situation and case ensure they are not being denied the right to parent based solely on a very old
charge.
In order to ensure any of these recommendations’ function, county attorneys may need
guidance on how to use their new discretion. Generally, when making a child protection
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determination that would result in the removal of a child, the court must balance the harm to the
health, safety, and best interest of the child if they remain at home against the inherent trauma of
removal. 108 Under the proposed reforms to Minnesota Statute § 260C.503 subdiv. 2(a)(6), that
standard test shifts slightly, but the goal remains the same. When a county attorney must
determine whether or not to file for termination of parental rights under Minnesota Statute
§ 260C.503, subdiv. 2(a)(6), they must weigh the likelihood of reoffending and the risk it poses
to the health, safety, and best interest of the child against the trauma of removal. 109 In order to
guide county attorneys in making this determination with this new discretion, they may consider
the following factors:
Figure 4:
Factors to consider when determining whether or not to file for termination of parental
rights under Minnesota Statute § 260C.503 subdiv. 2 (a)(6) Recommendation 1, 2, or 3:
• Predatory offender offense was not against a child;
• Predatory offender offense was not a sexual offense;
• Predatory offender has successfully engaged in and/or completed sex offender treatment and
has not reoffended after treatment;
• Predatory offender is in compliance with probation/parole conditions;
• Probation and/or sex offender treatment have authorized or have never prohibited contact
with minor children;
• No other child protection history;
• No other relevant criminal history;
• How old the predatory offense is;
• How old the predatory offender was at the time of the offense; 110
• The current family and kinship network of the child.

VII.

CONCLUSION
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Gaining traction on any of these proposed reforms is challenging. In light of the #MeToo
movement and our growing understanding of sex crimes and victims, legislators are eager to pass
increasingly punitive policies. In many cases, these policies are warranted and functional. This
analysis and these recommendations are in no way meant to minimize the severity of registered
offenses, specifically those involving children and sex offenses. However, sensible reforms
cannot be discussed when their proposal is met by fear and assumption; necessary reform cannot
be made in a culture of fear. As a legal profession and as a society, we must shift our thinking
about sex crimes and policies to prioritize those that work in reality, rather than those that simply
make people feel safer, at the expense of others. Making meaningful change means “unit[ing]
around one of the few issues we can all agree on: protecting children from harm.” 111 Today,
protecting children from harm includes protecting them from unnecessary removal and family
trauma.
These proposed reforms are not “soft” on offenders or registries—and this common
assumption is damaging. It stops progress and productive debate. Instead, these reforms put
families first by protecting children and their parents by recognizing the power and sacrality of
the bond between parent and child. Overcoming a parent’s constitutional right to care for their
child by severing this bond should be both legally and ethically difficult.
This analysis demonstrates how very public cases have shaped current policy and perpetuated
a culture of fear surrounding registered offenders and sex offenses. In response to political and
social pressure, policymakers began legislating based on pressure and fear, rather than research
and data. Today, these policies and their effects remain understudied.
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As Jacob Wetterling’s home state, Minnesota’s policy was not immune from these external
pressures. Today, Minnesota Statute § 260C.503, subdiv. 2 (a)(6) represents one ineffective and
extremely punitive policy. At its best, this policy gives Minnesota counties the power to
terminate the parental rights of registered offenders to protect the health, safety and best interest
of the child. At its worst, it marks offenders, some as young as eight years old, as unfit to parent
for life. In practice, counties interpret and apply this policy differently across Minnesota. As a
result, families are often broken apart unnecessarily and inconsistently.
Larger and much more substantial reforms are necessary to completely address all the
concerns laid out in this analysis. However, any reforms must begin with a grounded
understanding and respect for evidence and data, a recognition of the power of fear and pressure
in the making of these policies and, first and foremost, a commitment to put parents and children,
together, first.
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